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Voting Machines Remain Unsecured, Expert Warns


Speaking at an American Institute of Physics forum on the future of information technology at IBM's T.J. Watson Research Center this week, Stanford University computer security expert and former ACM President Barbara Simons warned that electronic security ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item1>      to the top 
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Stamp of Reproval


Election officials and outside critics of electronic voting machines blame outdated federal voting standards for the imperfect solution some 30 percent of American voters will use during the presidential election. The Maryland State Board of Elections and many other organizations purchased ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item2>      to the top 

  _____  

Technology Adds New Element to Getting Out Vote


Technology could be the deciding factor in the presidential election: Campaigns, activists, and political parties' application of technology toward the courting of prospective voters is reaching unprecedented levels, in terms of cost and scope. Christopher Arterton of George Washington ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item3>      to the top 
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NASA Steals the Supercomputing Crown


NASA, Intel, and Silicon Graphics researchers boasted on Oct. 26 that the Columbia supercomputer achieved a data transfer rate of 42.7 teraflops in a standard benchmark test, making it the fastest supercomputer in the world. Top500 supercomputing list supervisor Jack Dongarra also notes that ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item4>      to the top 
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Tech Major Loses Its Luster


Experts warn that U.S. companies may have little choice but to offshore technology jobs as the number of domestic university computer science graduates continues to decline. The Computing Research Association estimates that the number of new U.S. undergraduate computer science majors ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item5>      to the top 
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A New Rule of Cursor Control: Just Follow Your Nose


Notable examples of cutting-edge computer navigation technology designed as alternatives to the mouse include the nouse, a nose-tracking tool developed by computer vision scientist Dr. Dmitry Gorodnichy of the National Research Council of Canada. The nouse consists of a Web camera that uses software ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item6>      to the top 
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In Healthy Indian Job Market, Developers Want It All


Software developers in India are once again demanding incredible salary increases and other compensation as outsourcing firms there are limited by employee shortages. Bangalore-based Wipro could take on more contracts if it had more workers, says talent engagement and development vice president ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item7>      to the top 
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Data-Mining


A multi-university collaboration between English literature and computer science researchers seeks to apply data mining technology to digital library collections. The effort spearheaded by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's Graduate School of Library and Information Science ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item8>      to the top 
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Hacking--Do the Pros Now Rule?


Internet Security Systems chief scientist Robert Graham warns that professional hackers have gained ascendancy in 2004, a development that has sinister ramifications for corporate cybersecurity. He says hackers are becoming more coordinated, and the motivation for their exploits is ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item9>      to the top 
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Haptics: Cybertouch and How We Feel About It


Robotics researchers still encounter significant roadblocks when it comes to haptics--the field of study for inputting sensory information into computer systems or feeding that information back to users' hands, skin, or mouths. The incredible amount of information created by physical ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item10>      to the top 
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Adding Reliability and Trust to Smartcards


VerifiCard project coordinator Bart Jacobs notes that the European smart card industry has been unable to acquire certification at the topmost levels of the Common Criteria computer security standard due to a "lack of infrastructure--in the form of formal descriptions of smart card platforms ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item11>      to the top 
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Mixing Biology and Electronics to Create Robotic Vision


Charles Higgins, assistant professor of electrical and computer engineering at the University of Arizona, describes current robotic vision systems as pitiful," and is working to significantly upgrade the technology by developing electronic vision circuits based on insect vision processing ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item12>      to the top 
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Light-Based Net May Mean Blazing Connections


A team of Canadian researchers report in Nano Letters that experiments with a new class of materials demonstrate a key enabling technique for laser-guided fiber-optic communications systems theoretically capable of boosting the Internet's transmission speed 100-fold. Using a hybrid ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item13>      to the top 
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Is P2P Dying or Just Hiding?


UC Riverside's Thomas Karagiannis, the Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis' (CAIDA) Andrew Broido, et al. dispute popular media reports that peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing has declined precipitously in the last year, and contend that the reverse is actually the case. The authors ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item14>      to the top 
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Getting Intelligent About the Brain


In his book, "On Intelligence," Palm Pilot creator Jeff Hawkins theorizes that the brain does not generate an output for every input, as most scientists think, but instead stores experiences and sequences as memories, and taps them to make predictions. He further reasons that researchers can ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item15>      to the top 
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Japan Battles to Reclaim Supercomputer Crown


Japan no longer has the fastest supercomputer in the world in its Earth Simulator, which has reached a top computing speed of 35.86 teraflops. IBM has a new supercomputer, Blue Gene/L, that has reached a mark of 36.01 teraflops, and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in Livermore, Calif., ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item16>      to the top 
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Think Like a Customer, Use Your Stopwatch


Many veteran software developers rely on simple approaches and practicality when it comes to tuning and optimizing software performance. When carrying out performance testing, Adobe Systems software scientist Rich Gerber explains, "I just use the application the way a user would while using the ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item17>      to the top 
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Carriers and Users Prepare to Midwife ENUM


ENUM, the facilitation of IP-enabled applications such as end-to-end voice-over-IP (VoIP) via the mapping of globally recognized phone numbers to the Domain Name System, has long been touted as a scheme in which end users control the provisioning, attributes, and accessibility of their ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item18>      to the top 

  _____  

Technology Review 100: Computing


Many of this year's TR100 honorees in the field of computing are recognized for their efforts to increase connectivity in some way, whether by effecting chip-to-chip or system-to-system communication, person-to-person interaction, or enhanced understanding of the world by computers. Notable ... 

[read more] <http://www.acm.org/technews/articles/2004-6/1029f.html#item19>      to the top 
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